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to be fair, after laughter did contain a few songs that retuned to the sound of its predecessors, like
getting ruined and perfect with you. but riot! was definitely a slight step away from the balladry and
chamber pop that would come to define paramore for much of the decade. and that was the point.
bringing things back from whence they came, this is a record that harkens back to the exhilarating

pop-punk of its beginnings. alongside festival gigs like the colossal reading festival , riot! was played
live. williams has said that she wrote in the studio, with mistakes and imperfections of human frailty
naturally adding to the song, and the recordings have a loose, unpredictable energy that was perfect
for the arena. stronger is a relentless workout of bouncing choruses, marked by a stunning, hushed
middle section in which the whole band pauses to let the lyrics sink in. peacock might even be the

most epic song theyve ever created, its a twinkling piano-led ballad that would score the kind of final
scene that doesnt leave anyone indifferent. and that was reflected in the multiple millionaire videos
that fans fuelled - the first of which made hayley look a teensy bit like a my chemical romance hero,

all time low frontman lowell. the fact that, after a turbulent year in which hayley revealed her
relationship with drummer jeremy davis was over, she was marrying him anyway, demonstrates two

things; the musicians are one of the key couples in paramore; and williams continues to be one of
the quirkiest personalities on the road. theres nothing overly confessional on riot! but its nonetheless

a statement of total confidence in the band. when those two factors work hand in hand, its hard to
be anything but confident.
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hayley's lyrics are of the very type that tells
us what it's like to be in high school. her

struggles with taylor swift and katy perry are
common in teen-agers everywhere. as such,
i think she's less about being a pop star and
more that she's sharing a deeply-personal
reality that she struggles with everyday. it
all comes together perfectly on alone. the

album's brightest spot, the song offers
hayley's vocal peak. where hallelujah shows
off her maturity, she's more self-aware and
vulnerable than ever. running through the

chorus, the line "hallelujah, i'm on my own"
feels rawer as it gives her permission to be
open about her internal struggles. it's a real
shining moment as hayley showcases her
voice at its best and i'd lay a wager hayley

williams is more of a true legend than
madonna at this point. i'd even venture to
say hayley will be remembered as the best
pop singer of the 2010s. one of my favorite
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performers, hayley williams is an enigma of
a singer. she's a mystery given to stunning

bursts of falsetto and a powerful grit.
williams is at her best when she finds that
place between the two where a bottomless

well of emotions and vulnerability lurks.
williams falls in the second category. the

videos, live performances, and her vocals all
give that away. williams is never too rough

or too polished. the release of all we know is
falling was a milestone for paramore and the

record industry: it would be the first
paramore release for atlantic records, and it
included a slew of singles, including four top

40 singles. a music video for the album's
lead single, 'pressure', and two videos for all

we know is falling's second single,
'emergency' were also made. 'emergency'
went on to become the band's biggest hit,
reaching number five on the billboard hot
100 and receiving an ascap award for the

song. meanwhile, 'pressure' became an even
bigger hit, reaching number ten on the

billboard hot 100 and receiving an ascap
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award for the song. it is the highest-charting
single by paramore and one of the highest-
charting singles by a female-fronted band in

the u.s. 5ec8ef588b
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